
NEWS OF QUARTER
‘ROUND HEATING &
AIR CONDITIONING 

O’Connor Dealers, Suppliers and Team members,
I am very grateful to each of you for your support and continued dedication during these extraordinary times. It’s been a long year 

and we still have several months to go. That said we’ve been making great progress. I understand there’s a lot of stress and anxiety 
out there. Not just at our company but in every household and workplace. Everyone is asking the same questions. Will our friends 
and families stay healthy? Will we continue to have work? When will we be able to return to living and working like we used to 
do? Truthfully, no one knows for certain. That uncertainty is humbling. The O’Connor Leadership Team is doing exactly what you 
would want us to be doing. We are working, with the support and help of our team members, to understand the evolving landscape, 
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its impact on our dealers, suppliers and teams to develop appropriate and intelligent 
responses to it. Not every decision we make will be perfect. That’s impossible in an 
environment like this. But every decision will be thoughtful and consistent with the 
O’Connor way and our company’s values. We will not abandon our values out of fear 
or uncertainty. Many of our customers have questions on equipment availability that 
has negatively impacted just about every manufacturer to varying degrees. While we 
have had to substitute more equipment than we would like to (at a significant financial 
hit to O’Connor) our inventory position as I type this is as good as it’s been in months 
with the exception of some coil models and a few furnace models. In order to guaran-
tee we have equipment this fall we have already ordered coils through December of 
this year and brought in over 1,000 4MXC coils to offset 4PXC and 4TXC gaps. 
Those coils are in addition to ADP coils we have on hand. In addition to coils we have 
also ordered furnace inventory through the end of the year. We feel very good about 
our ability to service fall and winter needs.  
We will continue to do our best but what does “doing our best” mean in a time like 

this? It means living according to good values, working at the tasks in front of us to 
the best of our ability, pro-actively asking others if you can be of help and treating 
each other with kindness and compassion.
Thank you for your continued support.

Greg Borr President - O’Connor Company 

The Oklahoma City branch recently 
upgraded to a New and Improved 
location to better serve their region.                
The new warehouse features easy 
access and improved loading bays for 
the dealers.  In addition, the warehouse 
equipment and telecommunications 
system have been upgraded to improve 
the overall process. This new facility 
has improved the operations and 
customer flow dramatically, for added 
efficiency and a positive customer 
experience.  The new location even 
allows for an increase in commercial 
equipment to be stored on site. Stop by 
and see it for yourself!   

Branch Contact Info:
Phone Number: 405.949.7940
New Address: 315 Hudiburg Circle OKC, OK 73108

“The new warehouse and office doubled our space and increased capacity by 
100%” said Dustin Piercy, who was recently moved to Branch Manager at the 
new OKC location. 

New Oklahoma City O’Connor Branch



household maintenance” did see a 
slowdown in March and a sharper 
decline in April, it recovered quickly in 
May, back towards positive 
year-over-year growth. 
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The U.S. economy shrank at a 
record-breaking annual rate of 32.9 
percent in the April-June quarter, 
which works out to a decrease of 9.5 
percent in the second quarter — the 
worst quarterly plunge in history, the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis reported 
Thursday. That’s nearly four times the 
worst quarter of the Great Recession, 
and more than three times as steep as 
the previous record — 10 percent — in 
1958. However, despite the economic 
shock, HVAC contracting in the U.S. is 
showing a clear recovery since this 
spring’s shutdown slump. Revenue 
growth, consumer demand, and 
employment are all back to pre-pan-
demic levels or higher for contracting 
professionals, according to a home 
service economic report published 
by Jobber in July.  
A sample of HVAC contractors from 
across the country, surveyed by The 
ACHR NEWS the week the quarterly 
economic stats were posted, backs up 
this assessment, with contractors 
reporting a boom in sales of high-end 
air conditioning systems and a corre-
sponding increase in new employees to 
take advantage of all the new business.

“Where we used to see maybe 
$5,000 or $6,000 projects, we're 
seeing $30,000 projects being 

bundled in.”

 That fall and rise directly correlates 
with how the home service category 
performed in that same period, under-
scoring the non-discretionary nature of 
the work these businesses provide.
In addition to essential HVAC work, 

all three contractors reported that 
customers are also buying more 
high-end systems, both residential and 
commercial.
JM Salazar, president of George 

Cunningham Co. in Harlingen, Texas   
said that after the initial boost in sales 
of duct cleaning and IAQ measures, 
customers have been willing to spend a 
lot more for health and efficiency. He 
thinks part of that is due to the current 
low interest rates.
“We've been bundling some pricing 

together, selling home indoor air quali-
ty projects along with a new high-effi-
ciency air conditioner,” he said.

customers like the Massage Envy 
franchise.“They are willing to now 
spend in the indoor air quality arena,” 
she said. “Where before it was almost 
like an add-on, now it's kind of the 
focus.”
“The only thing we're really worried 

about is making sure we're collecting, 
in case there becomes a huge financial 
issue for people,” O’Grady added.
According to HARDI, the Days Sales 

Outstanding (DSO), a measure of how 
quickly customers pay their bills, is 
now at 42 days.
“The DSO had increased by a couple 

days this spring, which would be 
consistent with an economic slow-
down,” said Brian Loftus, a HARDI 
market research and benchmarking 
analyst. “The DSO is now at or below 
where it was during June 2018 and 
June 2019. Maybe the increase this 
spring had more to do with COVID-19 
operational disruptions than economic 
weakness or fatigue.”

HVAC Contractors Show 
Recovery After Pandemic 

Slump
Industry beating year-over-year records, 

despite worst U.S. quarter on record
Published on August 3, 2020

Maria Taylor - ACHR News Staff

••• 
Consumer Spending
Jobber stated that while consumer 

spending in the category “furnishings, 
household equipment, and routine 

Doug Jackson who is the operations 
manager at Jackson Comfort Systems 
in Northfield Ohio has said “I think the 
reason for that is people have more 
disposable income than they did before 
because they’ve had to cancel all their 
vacations, they’re putting off going to 
restaurants, so they’ve got all kinds of 
disposable income that they want to 
spend somewhere,” “They're fixing up 
their houses; they're putting on decks. 
Pools around us — they're sold out for 
like four months, right now. Air condi-
tioners - they're sold out forever” Jack-
son said. 
Amy O’Grady who is the General 

Manager at Charlie’s Tropic Heat and 
Air in Atlantic Beach Florida said 
“With everything flying off the shelves, 
stock availability is becoming more the 
challenge.” Her company has sold a lot 
of IAQ systems to commercial 

Your Prospects Don’t Need 
You Or your Products

“I bought a half inch drill bit last 
weekend, but I didn’t need it. I needed a 
half inch hole in my wall.”  
This is an old sales saying that has 

been kicking around for years.  35 
years into a sales and sales manage-
ment career; I recently joined a virtual 
conference of Sales Operations leaders 
from around the world, and this came 
up. A number of these Senior 

Published on July 31, 2020
Michael Doyle - Entercom 

President of Sales and Operations



Executives agreed that the #1 problem 
they had was too many of their sellers 
didn’t even know how their clients and 
prospects make money. 
 I wish I was shocked, but I’m not.
In a world where new products are 

accelerating, and pressure for revenue 
growth is too, it is critical for any 
account executive, sales manager, or 
sales executive to understand that the 
key to more sales sometimes is less 
selling. Not less activity. Not less 
customer interactions. 

You Can't Sell Anything to 
Anyone. They Must

Discover They Want To Buy It

Here are the Eight Keys to converting 
a suspect into a prospect.
• The goal of your prospect interac-

tion is find out their business prob-
lems. Don’t leave until you have some 
problems to solve (get a homework 
assignment).
• Understand the prospect’s basic 

business model, and how they make 
money BEFORE you interact with 
the prospect. You can use the internet. 
Figure out how they MIGHT be able to 
use your product or service before you 
visit, but DON’T pitch them your 
ideas. If they say no, your meeting is 
over. We will ask for money, but just 
not on the first meeting. Use your 
understanding of their business, their 
possible problems and your products to 
ask them better questions.
• Demonstrate knowledge of the 

prospect’s business with the first 
question you ask. Prepare five smart, 
specific questions about their business. 
Think about problems your product 
might solve for them, and probe into 
areas you can help them. If I were 
speaking to a College Admissions 
Director, it sounds like this: “I read an 
article in Higher Education Weekly 
that said that most Colleges are having 
enrollment problem this fall due to a 
decrease in recent High School gradu-
ates. Is that true with you?”
• Don’t put yourself in a box. Notice 

Google Local Services was first 
introduced to HVAC contractors in 
early 2018 as a new leads generation 
platform that charges only for leads 
and not for clicks. To participate in the 
program, contractors have to earn a 
Google Guaranteed designation after 
completing background checks of 
customer-facing employees and meet-
ing certain quality and licensing crite-
ria.
O’Connor in partnership with 

SearchKings has been working with 
dozens of independent dealers in all 
markets to capture a first to market 
advantage on Google Local Services. 
Today, O’Connor dealers enjoy the 
highest exposure rates by dominating 
the top three spots for the most 
common search terms such as “HVAC 
repair near me”.
Ranking on Google Local Services is 

determined by three main factors. The 
contractor's proximity to site, the 
number and frequency of reviews, and 
the responsiveness rating of the 
account. Our partners at SearchKings 
have recently introduced a new func-
tionality that allows participating 
dealers to monitor their responsive-
ness rate along with other key indica-
tors such as average duration of the 
calls received.
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I did not say, “I know you have an 
enrollment problem, and I can help.” If 
you do that, and this is NOT their prob-
lem you are stuck. If they say yes, we 
have this problem, ask them to tell 
you about what they are doing to 
overcome it. If they say 'No, we 
don't have this problem,' you can 
respond, "I didn't think so." And 
move on.                                 
• After you ask a question, and 
hear their response, say “Tell me 
more.” Or “That’s so interesting, 
can you give me more information 
about that.” Get them talking – 
that’s where you will learn. Are they 
trying to steal students from the 
competition, creating new online 
courses, focused on growing gradu-
ate students? Where are they going. 
How can you help solve this prob-
lem. 
• Don’t talk about yourself, your 

company or your products. If you 
are asked give an overview and then 
pivot back to the customer with 
questions. Use stories when talking 
about your products. Not product 
specs, but stories about customers 
your company has helped. Give 
them references upfront about happy 
customers, and what it is like to 
work with you.
• Get a homework assignment, 

and don’t leave or disconnect until 
you have set a time to meet again. 
Restate the prospect problem – “I 
hear you saying that you have an 
issue with measuring the response 
from your marketing and advertis-
ing. If I put some ideas together to 
show you how we might help with 
that, would you be willing to meet 
with me again?”

Prospect interactions are 
not about your company, 

your products or you. 
Your goal is not to explain why 

your drill bit is better than other drill 
bits. Your goal is to understand why 
they need a hole in the wall.
Then sell them the drill bit.
And show them how to use it.

Game Change: Google Local 
Services

Nir Kushnir - Search Kings
VP of Strategy & Partnerships
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Google Local Services is the fastest 
growing lead generation venue for 
HVAC contractors across North 
America. Participating dealers enjoy 
an attractive flat cost per lead (around 
$25) and the flexibility to adjust their 
settings to target specific job type and 
schedule for their ads to show. 

What is next for Google Local 
Services? 

Google has recently announced the 
expansion of the platform to dozens of 
new categories including attorneys, 
real estate agents and financial plan-
ners. The new offering to these verti-
cals allows  the advertiser to adjust the 
price per lead based. We expect simi-
lar functionalities to become available 
for HVAC dealers in 2021 along with 
other performance-based indicators 
that will allow contractors to make 
Google Local services a key compo-
nent of their demand generation for 
both service and install jobs. 

Q2 2020 Trane Brand Health 
Study 

• Trane’s U.S. brand health is strong 
and consistent across previous waves. 
Trane continues to have the highest 
familiarity, purchase intent and gener-
al advocacy amongst consumers, 
reflecting its overall strength. Trane 
also holds the highest conversion rate 
of 38%.

• The advertising messaging is effec-
tive, highlighting Trane’s quality. 
Trane ads score 12% higher than the 
competitive set for likability; and they 
successfully relay that Trane HVAC 
systems are long-lasting, reliable, and 
rigorously tested.

• Trane outperformed Carrier & 
Lennox on Likability and Recall in
the U.S TV advertising. Consumers 

demonstrated category-leading recall 
and noted the ads effectively commu-
nicate rigorous testing and long-last-
ing/reliable products.

Breathe Easy -  Breathe Safe
Improving Indoor Air Quality is more 

important than ever!
Written by - Big Corner Creative

The coronavirus outbreak has 
brought indoor air quality into focus.  
Families are spending more time at 
home and businesses; restaurants and 
schools are reopening and realize the 
importance in investing in safe air. 
Poor indoor air quality is nothing new 
but the heightened concern to provide 
a healthy and safe environment to 
keep businesses open, has brought 
wide eyed attention to solutions  avail-
able to minimize risks. 

Top Of Mind HVAC Brand Awareness

• Removes up to an incredible 
99.98% of allergens and flu viruses 
from filtered air
• Removes 99.9% Influenza-A 
(H1N1) virus

Want to Know More about IAQ?
  
As a leader in the HVAC industry, 
Trane has developed some resources 
that pull together key points around 
indoor air quality to assist dealers. Ask 
your TM about the Quick Reference 
Guide and marketing materials also 
available on MAX- Info Center- Prod-
uct Marketing- Indoor Air Quality 
(IAQ).     

• Utilizes patented technology to 
deliver cleaner air to the whole home.
• Removes up to 99.98% of airborne 
particles that pass through the re- 
usable filter, making it up to 100x 
more effective than a standard 1” filter. 

One Solution is Trane 
CleanEffects ® 

• The ONLY whole-home electronic 
air cleaner that is certified asthma & 
allergy friendly by the Asthma & 
Allergy Foundation of America. 

A Look Ahead To Heating Season
Source: HARDI

The results are in and it’s now 
official; this summer was the hottest 
on record for the Northern Hemi-
sphere. While the Southern Hemi-
sphere experienced its third warmest 
winter ever. As the industry turns the 
page on what has mostly been a great 
summer, how do climate and tempera-
ture projections look for this heating 
season?  

Based on the current outlook, the 
entire U.S. is projected to experience 
above normal temperatures for the 
remainder of 2020 with only moderate 
improvements in early 2021.


